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(Ledger and Scrapbook) The Property of John Hall, Philadelphia County,
Pennsylvania. March 1st Anno Domina 1831
$600

Tall narrow folio. [24]pp. Approximately 6½" x 15". Stitched self-wrappers. Splitting along the spine
and partially disbound, some modest nicks and tears mostly on the first and last leaf, still sound and
good.
A ledger used by a merchant, possibly in Blue Bell, Pennsylvania in the 1830s, and then later repurposed in the 1840s-1860s as a scrapbook. Likely compiled by someone from Bridgeton or another
small Southwestern New Jersey town, because of the preponderance of clippings about news local to
Bridgeton and the surrounding towns, the clippings mostly from small local newspapers. Of particular
interest are three unrecorded broadsheet poems or song sheets:
1. HARRIS, Henry. The California Brother. [Bridgeton, N.J.]: J. B. Ferguson, Printer [circa 1855].
Approximately 6" x 8". Affixed to a leaf, old folds, modest foxing, good or better. It seems likely that
it is a variant of California Brothers of The Dying Californian by Catherine Harris. From what we can
gather there are significant differences in the text, but follows the same overall story. According to
Keach Burrillville; As It Was, and As It Is. (Providence, 1856), p. 136: “ Poem first published in the New
England Diadem and Rhode Island Temperance Pledge, Feb. 9, 1850 as lines ‘suggested on hearing read
an extract of a letter from Captain Chase, containing the dying words of Brown Owen, who recently
died on his passage to California.” OCLC locates no copies of this variant, or of a printing by this
publisher.

2. H., M.L. Burning of the “New
Jersey.” Tune - “California Brother.”
[Bridgeton, N.J.]: J. B. Ferguson,
Printer [circa 1855]. Approximately
6" x 9¼". Affixed to a leaf, old
folds, modest foxing, good or better.
“Hark! I hear the bells are ringing.
The New Jersey is on fire!” OCLC
locates no copies of this title. The
Library Company references a digital
copy with a Philadelphia imprint,
but seems to display a completely
different song sheet when accessed.
3. Heaven’s My Home [Bridgeton,
N.J.]: T. H. Heward, Printer [circa
1855]. Approximately 5" x 7½".
Affixed to a leaf, old folds, modest
foxing, good or better. The title is
fairly generic and we couldn’t locate
anything that matched this. OCLC
locates nothing by this printer,
lightly a small South Jersey job or
newspaper printer.
Additionally, there are many poems
by local people extracted from several
small South Jersey newspapers (The
Jersey Blue, The West Jersey Pioneer),
as well as a lively account extracted
from a letter by Lewis Mickle of
the combat action of the 9th New
Jersey Regiment landing at Roanoke,
Virginia during the Civil War, as well
as a long roster of the Nixon Guards,
many from Bridgeton and the
surrounding towns. [BTC#436293]

